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The  Problem 

It is challenging as well as dangerous for blind people or 

vision impaired people to navigate in urban environments.

What we will cover in this presentation:

- Target Market

- Design Plans

- Components

- Features

 



Target market

Vision impaired people, ages from 16-40, tech savvy and comfortable with wearable 

technology, good hearing

There is estimated over 575,000 people who are blind or VIP.



The research used to form the idea

Our main focus on research was an involvement in understanding how other companies had 

tried to solve vision assistance 

Be My Eyes

- Volunteer video chat

- Obstacle navigation 

- Requires a volunteer/paid staff member 

Neither service has equal functionality to our device

Columbo Compass

- Navigational voice over tool

- Will tell you direction facing 

- Can give you directions 



Components 

- Ultrasonic sensors 

- 3-axis compass module 

- Logitech webcam 

- Raspberry Pi 3B+

- Adafruit prototyping board 

- Battery Pack

- 2-way rocker switch

- 20x4 Blue character display



Design

Original Glasses design



2nd change to design

1st change to design



Pouch holding 2 sensors and main board

Full model in parts



The construction - Circuit Diagram



The construction

PermaPro Prototyping board



The features

Functionality:

Distance to Volume feedback

Capture Image

Electronic Compass

Standby Mode



Ultrasonic to Volume

If distance < 2m vol = 1%

Volume increases the closer 

the object.

Sounds:

Front - “Front”

Back - “Back’’

Left/Right - Stereo Ping



Image Capture

Captures an image using webcam

Future Use
Uploads to AWS Rekognition

https://ap-southeast-2.console.aws.amazon.com/rekognition/home?region=ap-southeast-2#/label-detection

https://ap-southeast-2.console.aws.amazon.com/rekognition/home?region=ap-southeast-2#/label-detection


Electronic Compass

Standby Mode
Adjustable time (20)

Future Use
Feedback Compass Heading N,S,E,W

3 Axis Magnetometer



Screen Output

Project title
Power Save Timer
Distances in XXXXcm
Extra Functions



Final product



Borrowed Code

I2C_LCD_DRIVER.py - For LCD

FSWebCam - For Webcam Control

PyGame - For Audio Mixer



Ways to innovate or improve this technology

- Vertical mapping

- Reduce compute board size

- Smaller Ultrasonics

- Bluetooth connection for audio

- Object recognition

- Electronic compass feedback



Conclusion

Achieved Objectives 

- Perfect functionality 

- Non intrusive design 

- Raised quality of life 

- Number of beneficial integrated features

Our project successfully achieved our set objectives, and as a result we have developed an item 

which may benefit the lives of many individuals worldwide.  


